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Kuwait Courts

Al-Farwaniya & Al Jahra Courthouses
Kuwait City, Kuwait
1,360,000 Gross Square Feet
$273,710,000
$225,000,000
Afﬁliation: Fentress Architects
The following is the description I wrote for the
first competition phase.
Al-Farwaniya & Al-Jahra Courthouse Design

The first and foremost importance in the expression of a
Courthouse is its stability, permanence, fairness and stature
within government. With the increasing complexities of
society, this is accomplished by communicating the open
and transparent judicial process that takes place within
the building. A strong architectural statement for the
courthouse is essential: open and transparent yet secure;
stable and permanent yet ﬂexible for future needs; the
issuance of justice one person at a time yet efficient and
commanding respect; and finally integrated with the
latest technology paired with a strong sense of history
and purpose of dispensing justice to the people.

Role:
As lead designer on this competition winning
entry, my role was described by Fentress
Architect’s principal as “[he] completed the
design, coordinated issues with our partners
in Kuwait, and composed and crafted the
competition boards in a very short fused
schedule.”
After we compled schematic design PACE
engineers integrated local construction
techniques for construction documents.
Construction commenced November 2013.

The foundation of planning and designing the modern
courthouse is a clear and efficient planning strategy that
separates the three types of circulation systems required:
public, private or judicial and secure or prisoner. This
is accomplished in the design. The public and private
circulation systems occur horizontally, while the secure
or prisoner circulation occurs vertically.
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The design creates an impressive central interior courtyard.
This public hall is both the symbolic and functional focus
of the courthouse. After traversing the majestic public
steps in front of the public edifice and passing through
security, the public enters a majestic and grand central
atrium. The finely appointed grand interior room is rung
with courtrooms on two sides and public elevators and
offices on the third side. The large geometrically detailed
continued on next page

physical model for competition
construction photo (2014)

wall of glass allows for the public to both see into the
building as well as allowing visitors to view outside, while
filtering the harsh sunlight. This creates both a strong
entry to the civic building and expresses the openness
and transparency of the business being conducted inside
the courthouse. This connection between the inside and
outside strengthens the civic purpose of the center of
justice.
The atrium acts as if a traditional courtyard were turned
on its side with its opening to the public rather than the
sky. This creates a functional and symbolic public space
that is welcoming to the public. In contrast, a more
traditional building entry would be opaque and uninviting
to the public. Contrarily, the Al Farwaniya and Al Jahra
Courthouses use of glass expresses a sense of increased
transparency of the judicial process and openness of the
legal system. Views are also abundant from the interior
space of the courthouses.

yet highly efficient spatial relationships and a
reinterpretation of traditional Kuwaiti architectural
elements and the art of Arabic calligraphy. These
different generative concepts inform and strengthen
each other in a pervasive way, each adding value to
the other in every part of the building.
After extensive study of programmatic layout, an
interlocking “L” shape provides the most efficient
interaction between the three circulation zones
(public, secure, restricted) and the spaces that they
serve. The grand atrium holds these pieces together
in a dramatic fashion (fig.1).

The design of the Al-Farwaniya and Al Jahra court
complexes is an interaction between inspirational
fig. 1

rendering
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Arabic calligraphy has always been admired for its
artistic merits. The architectural form derived is
a strong connecting base with intermittent vertical
extensions (fig.2).
This provides the building with a distinctive form
and is empathetic to what it means to be part of
a particular culture. As it wraps the building the
interlocking “L” shape becomes apparent again.
This also provides the building with an outward
expression of stability as it creates a consistent
thick plinth and rooted identity.
The rational geometry of the courthouse is a
physical embodiment of the judicial process.
Permanence is given to the building as the Arabic
derived form is written in stone.
The vertical extensions accent and protect special
parts of the building. One of those points being
the open main entry of the building. One common
thread that can be seen in Kuwaiti architecture is

attention to the main entry. The large glass wall at this
point emphasizes the point of entry with its slope as the
stairs rise to meet it. This key element is also decorated
with an Arabic derived frit pattern that screens and creates
interest with the southern light entering the building.
Numerous sustainable strategies are incorporated into
the building. In addition to very efficient mechanical
systems, also included are deeply recessed punched
openings at the plinth combined with horizontal and
vertical sun shades at the upper levels to reduce the heat
load on the building. The atrium will also provide natural
stack ventilation for the building. A large canopy at the
building entry provides shade created by photovoltaic
cells and will demonstrate the green values of the
courthouse ▄

fig. 2

view of entry canopy
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San Joaquin

County Administration Building
Stockton, California
250,000 Gross Square Feet
$110,000,000

Afﬁliation: Fentress Architects

The San Joaquin County Administration Building
Consolidates administrative functions and establishes a
strong civic identity for the county government. The
building shows promise in serving as a catalyst for
revitalization in the downtown Stockton area with an
urban design that increases pedestrian traffic. The energyefficient building has achieved LEED Gold certification.
Image of Proposed Building as a Major, Symbolic
Public Facility

The image of the building is consistent with civic
architecture, and provides a symbolic gesture of what a
public facility should be. The glass atrium at the building
entry folds inward, drawing the visitor into the gracious
lobby. The lightness of the atrium also symbolizes open
and transparent government, providing a welcoming
approach to the visitor. The monumentality of the atrium
marks a sense of place and serves as a beacon of light,
defining a destination. Upon entering the building the
visitor is greeted by a palate of materials that symbolize
strength and permanence.
Light, cool colored granites reflect the Sierras and a rich
and intricate pattern of multi-colored granites on the
floor are characteristic of civic architecture. The open
plan of the lobby and the organization of departments
accessible to the public are clearly visible to the observer
providing easy access to the occasional visitor.
Building Forms, Quality Levels, Proposed Finish,
Color and Material Selections

The predominant materials of the facade include a stone
base, architectural precast with cast-in brick veneer,
10

continued on next page

ROLE:
I was involved at every level in documenting
this design-build project. As the office’s first
Revit project, many firmwide standards were
created.
I continued on to construction administration
and flew to California every week to oversee
the project with our teammates at Hensel
Phelps Construction.
Collaborating with Novum Structures was
crucial as there was nothing conventional
about the lobby atrium. The project won the
Novum Project of the Year.
section through atrium
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painted aluminum panels and a high performance
window system. The colors of the exterior pallet
are consistent with the context of the city and
include two tones of brick, buff and beige precast
and granites that reflect the white-gray of the
sierras, and the earth colors of the Delta soils.

wood paneling, coupled with a stone base wrap the walls.

Upon entering the main lobby, the visitor is greeted
by an abundance of natural light illuminating a
dramatic and iconic soaring interior. The polished
granite floor interprets the landscape of the Delta
and the county in a weave of color and pattern.
The artistic nature of the floor compliments the
art niches created within the lobby. Warm tones of

At the sixth level, the elevators open up onto the prefunction of the Board Chamber. The crystalline atrium
facade folds upward to capture the space, washing it
in daylight and providing dramatic views. Finishes
in the Board Chamber reflect the colors of the Delta.
Clerestories in the Board Chamber will provide daylight ▄

view of the board meeting room
mechoshades provide daylighting control
view down San Joaquin Street
view down Weber Street to the California Delta
section of board meeting room

Visible from the entry is a monumental stair that leads to
functions on the second and third levels. The openness
of the lobby allows easy way- finding to the user,
providing a customer friendly approach.
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SF Police HQ

Police Headquarters, Fire Station, &
Police station
San Francisco, California
290,000 Gross Square Feet
Association: HOK SF + Mark Cavagnero Associates Architects

The project is located on a City owned parcel in the
Mission Bay Redevelopment Area and will house
the police administrative headquarters, a relocated
district police station, a new district fire station, and
fleet vehicle parking. In addition, the project includes
the rehabilitation of an existing 1920’s masonry fire
station for community uses. The project anticipates a
LEED® NC ‘Gold’ certification and with completion of
construction targeted for early 2014.

ROLE:
As an Intermediate Architect on this fasttrack project, I assisted HOK’s design
director and Mark Cavagnero in the design
and documentation.

Civic Presence- A beautiful civic building that is
both responsive yet distinct from the surrounding
planned development.

Building organization uses lower podium levels to house
local services including the police and fire stations along
continued on next page
northwest corner on 3rd Street
typical office floor section
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with the most frequently visited portions of the police
headquarters. The upper levels contain office space for
the police headquarters. Planning requirements stipulated
building height was not to exceed 90’. Particular care was
taken in developing the project massing to be respectful
of the existing two-story structure. By creating a central
entry court that incorporates the existing building as the
south face of the plaza the historic masonry structure
is able to maintain its unique identity while playing an
important role in the overall composition of the site.
A 63 feet wide floorplate was established for upper office
floors based on test-fits of the program and the ability to
maximize natural daylight. A ‘Zee’ shaped plan of two
wings connected by a central core was developed. The
4-level tower forms two outward facing courtyards atop
the podium for the use of police and fire department
staff. Circulation is concentrated along the west perimeter
facade with office and conference rooms facing east and
open office area in between.
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Functional excellence- A quality and
durable work environment.

A great deal of effort was placed on the
development of the exterior skin for the tower.
The exterior must be civic and beautiful,
promote functional excellence and quality
interior environment, be straightforward to
maintain, and promote energy efficiency. In
addition the project was to provide ballistic
and blast protection, a particular challenge
given the tight urban site selected for the
building. A glass curtain wall was selected
for office floors to take advantage of views,
maximize natural light, and provide an
appearance appropriate to open government
and Civic excellence. Particular care was
taken to explore design options for the
west façade be cause of the challenges of

controlling afternoon sun loads and its
position as the most visible public façade.
Using varied densities of patterned frit the
west façade was tuned to balance daylight and
mechanical constraints and create an identity
separate from traditional office buildings
under development in the area. A louvered
screen frame wraps the north and south
façade providing sun control in addition to a
unique civic feature for the project. Podium
floors are cast in place concrete ▄
Tower 1 topped out; as and
essential services building it is designed
to perform to a very high standard
3rd Street
welding during the game

10'

20'

site plan

40'

10'

20'

40'

typical floor
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Blue Horizon
Boutique Hotel

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
71,000 Gross Square Feet
$15,065,000
$225,000,000
Afﬁliation: Interface Studio Architects

In previous lives, the buildings at 1314 North Broad
Street were a series of Second Empire style houses,
the largest fraternal lodge worldwide, and the last great
boxing venue in the country.

Role:
Project Architect / Designer

something old, something new

The new plan for the legendary Blue Horizon is a 90room hotel that is to accentuate the contrast between
historic and contemporary construction practices. The
existing building frontage is preserved as new lobby
space, a restaurant, and meeting rooms. Prefabricated
wood frame hotel units are inserted behind while a thin
slice of the new construction extends forward over the
parking entrance, creating a moment where the old and
new coexist.
continued on next page

existing interior
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Carlisle Street rendering

The wood construction sits on a concrete plinth that
houses the jazz club as well as back of house operations.
On the second floor there is a gym that overlooks a green
roof with walkable grating, allowing access to the space
without damaging the extensive plantings. Intensive
plants are allocated to planters spread throughout the
space. In order to manage stormwater effectively for the
city’s undersized combined sewer system, 95% of the
roof will be green ▄

construction diagram
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lobby rendering
Broad Street rendering

'A moment where the
old and new coexist'
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True North
Triplexes & Townhomes
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
56,000 Gross Square Feet
$6,050,000
$225,000,000
Afﬁliation: Interface Studio Architects

Philadelphia has been called one part New York City, one
part Detroit. At the heart of the issue is the loss of
the industrial economy which led to a drop in population
from 2 million in 1950 to 1.45 million in 2000. Since
2006, the city has added 64,000 people, many of them
from the millenial generation.
The True North project ﬁlls in one of the many urban
gaps created by the population decline. It encompasses
an entire city block and includes 17 new townhomes,
3 new triplex apartment buildings, and a brownstone
renovation with 11 apartments.
continued on next page

Role:
Project Architect / Designer / Manager
I started this project out by developing a
zoning analysis, test ﬁtting the site, and
proposing the build-out. Since then I have
developed the design and lead the project
through permitting and construction
documents.
Currently, early phases are already under
construction and some pre-sales have
occured.

ﬁrst floor kitchen
aerial render
Philadelphia population from 1900
22

7th & Fairmount Street Corner

Context is key to filling the gaps.

The new buildings take ques from the many unique
surrounding roof forms but with a new approach. By
punching in or subtracting rather than popping out with
bays or dormers, uniquely social spaces are created that
connect the buildings to the growing neighborhood ▄
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1st Floor

2nd Floor

3rd Floor

Roof

typical townhouse plans
7th street render
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Fort Collins

Museum & Discovery Science Center
Fort Collins, Colorado
41,000 Square Feet
$26,700,000
Fentress Architects

The Fort Collins Museum and Discovery Science Center
are both long-time icons of the northern Colorado
cultural landscape. When the two institutions began
exploring independent capital campaigns in 2004 they
decided to create a new joint venture between the two.

ROLE:
I collaborated on this design with the director
of design, Mike Winters. Civitas provided
landscape architecture consulting.

Concept

The new Discovery Museum blends into nature, holding
a low proﬁle, carved by the River’s Edge. At a point the
building bursts from the ground as a beacon, connecting
man and nature.
Organization

The Museum’s entry is highly visible to approaching
visitors. This immediately orients the visitor and provides
easy visual way ﬁnding. The plan for the Museum is
very flexible and easy to understand. The entry lobby
(Discovery Hall) organizes the building into two wings. To
the left the spaces are for Education and Administration
Ofﬁces. To the right the spaces are Exhibit Galleries
and Collections. The Discovery Hall is the hub for all
activities; ticketing, digital dome, food, gifts, outdoor
access to the patio terrace and amphitheater, galleries,
archives, and has been planned to accommodate large
parties and fund raising events.
Discovery Hall

The Discovery Hall is the Entrance Structure. It has a fullheight high-performance low-e curtain wall system on
the north and south sides, and clerestory glazing on the
east and west. The roof has been designed for passive
26

continued on next page

The north edge of the museum will be
a science & history opportunity - the edge
follows the Poudre River’s flood line

“The new Discovery Museum blends into nature,
holding a low profile, carved by the River’s Edge.
At a point the building bursts from the ground as
a beacon, connecting man and nature”

solar, clad with a Green rooﬁng membrane. The roof
overhang allows sun penetration in winter, while shading
the interior in summer.
Museum Wing
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The Museum Wing is located north of the Discovery
Hall. It has a vegetated roof that slopes from 19 feet
on the west wall, to 11 feet at the retaining wall on the

service corridor side. This conﬁguration allows
for collection storage equipment to be between 7
and 9 feet, and provides up to 15 feet clear height
in the Exhibit Galleries. The west wall of the
Gallery will be red sandstone. Window locations
in the sandstone wall are completely flexible and
will be coordinated with the layout of the exhibits,
providing daylight and views where needed. An

Outdoor Exhibit area is located at the north end
of the Museum Wing. This may be enclosed in the
future to meet expansion needs.
Education & Office Wing

The Education & Ofﬁce Wing is located south of
the Discovery Hall, and is similar in height and

ﬁnish as the Museum Wing. Administrative Ofﬁces are
positioned to take advantage of windows and views of
the open space and park to the west and to the north.
The ceiling height in the Ofﬁce area is utilized to house
the air-handling units for this side of the building ▄
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Transatlantic
condo apartments & townhomes
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
condos // 44,124 Gross Square Feet
25 townhouses // 2,618 Gross Square Feet ea.
$12,950,000
$225,000,000
Afﬁliation: Interface Studio Architects

Only a few blocks from the True North project, this
adaptive reuse project for an abandoned industrial
complex in Northern Liberties occupies the west edge
of an important gateway block to North Philly. By
strategically removing sections of the warehouse building,
converting the remaining spaces to loft apartments, and
inserting new rowhouse blocks on the surrounding site,
the project reactivates all surrounding public streets.

Role:
Project Architect / Designer

continued on next page

apartment building plans
diagram of old and new construction
30

lobby of the renovated warehouse

Each block of rowhouses is tailored to fit the particular
character of its adjacent street, creating a diverse set of
streetscapes.
In the warehouse, unique considerations were made to
acheive high sound ratings while maintaining exposed
original construction ▄
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corner of Wallace Street & 5th Street
showing the new rownhouses and the
converted warehouse in the background
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Alaska Air
airport of the future
Los Angeles, California
4,150 Gross Square Feet

Afﬁliation: Fentress Architects

Alaska Airlines has been a carrier always concerned with
the customer experience. As they move from Terminal
3 to Terminal 6 at LAX there will be many upgrades
integrated along with the Airport of the Future. A
centralized customer service area is part of that customer
focused experience.
From Alaska Airlines:

Alaska Airlines has reached agreement with Los Angeles
World Airports to move from its existing location at
Terminal 3 to Terminal 6, paving the way for a major
renovation project featuring its Airport of the Future
check-in process and modernized gate facilities.
The move will provide a single terminal operation
for Alaska Airlines and Horizon Air, as well as more
convenient access to U.S. Customs and Immigration
checkpoints and to codeshare partner Delta Air Lines,
located in Terminal 5.
Alaska Airlines plans to move into Terminal 6 in late
2011 and begin operations there in spring 2012.
“Our modern Airport of the Future facility will improve
efficiency and greatly enhance our customers’ experience
at LAX,” said Karen Gruen, Alaska Airlines’ managing
director of corporate real estate. “And our new location
at Terminal 6 will provide faster and more convenient
connections for our customers on Mexico ﬂights and for
those arriving or departing on codeshare ﬂights served
by our partner, Delta Air Lines.”
34

Also planned as part of the renovation are a new Board
continued on next page

ROLE:
As a designer on this project I was responsible
for various key areas. Being part of the
existing Terminal 6 there were many separate
locations for intensive upgrades (check-in,
Board Room lounge, central service counter,
passenger waiting area, and gate information
displays).
Most of my work was on the Airport of the
Future check-in and the centralized customer
service area (see right). Knowledge of existing
conditions was a challenge as the original
terminal has been modified numerous times
over the years.

view of customer service counter

Room lounge, central service counter, spacious passenger
waiting area and new state-of-the-art gate information
displays. The project will incorporate sustainable building
practices in accordance with Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) certification by the U.S.
Green Building Council.

“This is a big step forward in the overall
modernization of LAX because Alaska
Airlines is partnering with us to provide much
needed upgrades to the level of service and
convenience for not only our international,
but also for our domestic travelers,” said
Gina Marie Lindsey, executive director of
Los Angeles World Airports ▄

>>
36

Airside
Plan

view of centralized
customer service area
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NTDC

Natural Talent Design Competition
Denver, Colorado
120,000 Square Feet

Concept

The new College for Architecture and Planning (CAP) in
Denver, Colorado plugs into what could be a smarter grid
by phasing out traditional centralized coal power with a
sustainable local (and more competitive) power network.
By applying new and innovative technologies coupled
with strategic passive design, the new CAP building in
Denver provides a new learning center that does more
than just facilitate the education of the next generation
of designers and planners. The project creates a new
gateway between the city and the campus, reaches out to
involve and educate the public, and will literally green the
entire campus with its sustainable power and agriculture.

ROLE:
This competition entry won third prize. It
was a collaboration with industrial designer
Tucker Piontek.

Every aspect of the new College of Architecture
and Planning is geared toward reducing the strain on
resources. The toilets are connected to a compost system
that also utilizes all of the organic material from the
cafe. Landscaping clippings are added as an important
carbon rich material. Bio-filters and the stack ventilation
of the solar tower ensure there is no unpleasant smell.
This valuable compost material is rich in nutrients and
will even help plants defend against diseases when used
across the entire campus.

38

Utilizing building waste to create a beneficial pleasant
smelling material called humus is currently in practice
today by the Denver Metro Waste Water District. This
plant fuel is sold and used around Colorado. One major
difference at the CAP is that the rich organic material is
used to make the compost prior to entering the sewer
system and mixing with thousands of various pollutants.
Another reason the compost is created on-site is so that
it has the ability to heat the building. Thermophilic
activity in the compost destroy disease pathogens and
continued on next page

View of the south elevation and printed
PV glazing

increase the temperatures. The compost can operate
between 131 degrees Fahrenheit to an incredible 221
degrees Fahrenheit (above the boiling point of water).
Spontaneous fires have started at two American
composting plants — Schenectady and Cape May —
but this was due to an excessively dry and large compost
mass.
The concrete construction of the building is a thermal
mass for the radiant heating system. The loops extend
into concrete vaults that the compost is stored in. They
draw the heat from the rotating compost containers and
heat the building. The pipes are exposed on the roof
in a solar collector that will heat the fluid and create a
negative pressure at the highest point. This direct gain
solar collector is also connected to a solar chimney that
will ventilate the building and the composting toilets.
An architectural expression is created in the south facade
with passive and active strategies. Printed photovoltaic
spandrel panels add a colorful pattern to the glass. A
combination of sunshades and cantilevered portions of

the building shade the interior from summer
sun. Light shelves allow indirect light to enter
the clerestory for ambient lighting conditions
that penetrate deep into the narrow building
footprint.
The sky bridge connects the two buildings,
but also creates a surface for the application
of piezoelectric wind panels (which are still
being researched in the United States). These
lightweight Teflon coated panels can operate
at very low wind speeds (fig 1).

fig. 1
piezoelectric
buffer body

THE BUILDING ACTS AS
A CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM,
WASTE IS ACTUALLY A
COMMODITY THAT BENEFITS
THE DAILY OPERATIONS

Diagram of t h e Co m p o st a n d Ra d i a nt Syste m
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view fro m Sp e e r B o u l eva rd

Conce pt fo r t h e P i ezo W i n d Tun n e l

This allows them to be located at lower
elevations and in new places that current
wind power technologies do not practically
operate at. The wind current is assisted by
the southeast vehicular traffic on the road
underneath and the prevailing southeast
winds. The panels not only generate power
but act as a wind sculpture as well (image of
tree leaves).
The green roof insulates the building, is an
urban lab, and its form can elicit the natural
affection people have for nature. It will
also draw pedestrians from downtown as

the buildings are located to be directly visible from the
city. The barrier of the old College of Architecture and
Planning is now removed and people are drawn to the
green space and further to the campus. The connections
between downtown, the creek, and the building are
increased by a cafe and multi-function gallery that spill
out to the pedestrian pathways along the creek ▄
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Shelf House

ADAPTABLE - INTERACTIVE - EFFICIENT
SINGLE FAMILY HOME
1,750 Square Feet
Concept

The Shelf House is centered around the simple idea
that adaptability creates efficiency. By developing an
architecture that users can interact with and modify, the
environment morphs throughout the day and the season
as necessary.

ROLE:
The Shelf House is a personal design project

The house wraps around a great outdoor room.
Activities from the adjacent kitchen, dining, and family
rooms extend into the deck. Four large custom doors
open without effort to change the shape of the spaces.
The family room utilizes a media center combined with
a fireplace for optimization of space. The fireplace uses
the renewable energy of bio-alcohol that burns cleanly.
No soot is produced so that a flue is unnecessary.
Efficiency is found in the plan by the power the
inhabitants have to adjust the spaces. The office wall can
open up completely toward the outdoor room when the
family decides to use the room as a media space—a more
public function. The office can also be combined with
the adjacent space for group work, or closed off for a
receiving space.
continued on next page
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The Shelf Wall with its unlimited pattern
variation controlled by users.
Outdoor Room
Cross-Section

The private and public spaces flow into each other in the
adaptable outdoor room that provides a connection to
the garden beyond. The shelving units in the house can
shuffle to create an opaque separation to the exterior or
open up entirely to the surroundings.
Passive sustainable strategies enhance the quality of the
spaces without complex and expensive technologies.
Light shelves throughout the house bounce indirect light
deep into rooms minimizing artificial lighting during the
day. By rotating each unit in the shelf wall system, an
unlimited variation and pattern of smaller light shelves,
storage, or display is available.
The geoexchange system provides radiant heating or
cooling to the concrete slab underfoot. Not only is this
system more efficient and lower cost to operate than
typical forced air systems, it provides a more comfortable
and healthier environment ▄
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Graft Tower
Eco-Hotel & Vertical Farm
Santurce, puerto rico
38 stories

University of Pennsylvania
bottom up, post-fab, architecture : Let us be optimists

San Juan's uncontrolled urban sprawl and ecological
devastation is a tremendous burden for a small island.
The Graft Tower is a regenerative building that not only
provides water, food, and energy for the neighborhood,
but brings in revenue which subsidizes the building and
many needed new jobs in Santurce.
The building is located on New Monteserrate street
at the intersection of San Juan's two arterial public
transportation routes. The program on the ground levels
is an epicenter of commercial activity and services to
support the light rail hub. Additionally there is an ecotourism hotel and learning center. A tower at the south
end of the site rises 38 floors and contains a vertical farm
and living spaces for employees.
Construction of the building is unprecedented in its
materials and methods. This provides the project with
a new language of an interlaced meshwork of structural
columns spiraling into the sky with connecting fingers
spreading out to the new plazas below. The structure is
literally grown by grafting inosculate fibers around the
basic skeletal frames of the commercial and housing
or farm units. As the organic material spreads upward
and around the frames more are brought from off-site
and placed by a mobile crane as necessary - the "postfab" process - which will take place over several decades
(figure 01).
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Feeding off sunlight and rainfall the organic structure
follows its own logic as it moves up and around the
frames, often branching off and spreading sporadically
continued on next page

ROLE:
The Graft Tower is a collaboration with
Diego Taccioli and Sizhe Chen. The Rhino
script is the work of Chen.

growth pattern tests

Site// Santurce, San Juan, Puerto Rico 18° 27’
10” N 66° 4’ 43” W
Structure// carbon fiber, inosculated hybrid
tree
Skin// electrochromatic vision panels, printed
photovoltaic
Systems// aeroponics, hydroponics, radiant
cooling, canal water regeneration system
Program// 38 floors, residential, eco-tourism
hotel, commercial plinth

before it is grafted back to the main structure or finding
programmatic frames. The Graft Tower uses the concept
of grafting and is formally organic in the way similar to
the living root structures found in northeast India (fig.02).
The structure uniquely handles its height by introducing
"post-fab" structures. At crucial intervals the structure is
manually hardened in a process done by the permanent
residents of the tower and is reinforced with carbon fiber.
So that the tower can continue to rise, root stock grafted
into the upper portions of the structure before the lower
portion is hardened and wrapped with the carbon fiber
structure. The structure will then continue to organize
itself as it winds up the individually designed frames.
Water is collected at the bottom of each pod and
dispersed throughout the open framework into the
vertical farming that grows throughout. Plants outside
grow where resources are found in the changing building
while in the individual units water conserving aeroponic
techniques are used. The water that is transpired from
the plants can be captured and recycled throughout the
building, making a self sustaining ecosystem.
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Fig. 01 Installation of unit into tower structure

Living in apartments residents maintain and assist
the agriculture of the building. One crucial task
is to maintain the aeroponic networks which grow
as the building does. This unique multi-purpose
meshwork is highlighted in a yellow-green carbon
fiber reinforcement. The yellow mesh not only is
structural for the skins panels, but distributes water
throughout the tower, and manages temperature of
the panels themselves. (fig. 03) Condensation that
is typical problem in the Puerto Rico environment
is managed by the yellow "vascular" system. Certain
portions of this system also distribute liquid
ethanol, a product of the artificial photosynthesis
skin panels, which fuels the energy demands of the
building. The faceted skin allows a large variation in
the electrochromatic vision panels.
The stewardship of the building's structure and
vertical farming is subsidized by the eco-tourism
hotel. Residents and visitors access the tower
through open vertical and horizontal circulation
systems, taking advantage of the island winds for
cooling (as typically seen in San Juan vernacular).

for the San Jose Lagoon. Water from the canal is used
in growing the Graft Tower and the plants within the
structure, but not within the greenhouses. After the
water is filtered it can be used by the neighborhood or
discharged back into the canal to recharge the system.
To control the environment's humidity and temperature
different crops are put into the pods. Pests are kept
outside and fertilizers are not needed.
Figure 02 Living root bridge [India]

Fabrication of the individual pods will take place
in Santurce, a distance from the tower measured
in blocks. Many citizens of this area are out of
work. The structural elements are grown and
formed around templates for their general shape.
The main structure has very little embodied energy.
The structure only uses the sun, water, and growing
medium to generate itself.
The nearby Martín Peña Canal has suffered from
urban growth without infrastructure to manage
waste. The toxins, pollution, and sedimentation
in the canal has had drastic implications especially

In this self sustaining ecosystem food is grown 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year, crops are protected, water is
recycled, jobs are provided to local residents, fossil fuel
usage is reduced, and there is no agricultural runoff. The
Graft Tower engages and supports these members of the
Santurce community and provides a healthy environment
for Puerto Rico ▄
HOHFWURFKURPDWLFVNLQ

VWUXFWXUDOK\GURV\VWHP
FDUERQILEHU
RUJDQLFVWUXFWXUH

Figure 03 skin axon detail
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Mango Terrace
at the Kimmel Center
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
7,750 Gross Square Feet

University of Pennsylvania

The Dorrance H. Hamilton Roof Terrace (mango terrace)
project is a prominent component of the Kimmel
Center for the Performing Arts 2009 Master Plan, which
describes a number of projects whose goal is to enliven
and better utilize the existing building. The vision for
the terrace is to transform the open sky terrace into a
vibrant ballroom-type space for privatge rental, thereby
increasing the potential for revenue. An architecturally
signiﬁcant enclosure with visual transparency to the larger
glass vault is conceptualized. It will be Philadelphia's
most desirable venue for galas, weddings and daytime
business functions, and will increase the appeal as a civic
space as initially intended.
Two primary aspects of the terrace , as currently open to
the larger plaza interior; have prevented this unique space
from reaching its fullest potential. Party event noise is
easily transmitted by the vaulted roof form to the plaza,
creating an undesirable ambience for simultaneuous
orchestra or other performance. Additionally, extreme
temperatures during the majority of the year make the
space uncomfortable.
The new addition will enhance the elegance and vitality
of the entire Center, and address acoustic and thermal
comfort problems in order to improve the functionality
of the Terrace and increase event rental throughout the
year.
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The overall goal is to create an environment to support
maximum opportunities for rental groups that are looking
for the open sky lit venue. This requires a space that
will not be restricted by limitations of time or ambiance.
Key design drivers for this unique location are to provide
continued on next page

ROLE:
The Mango Terrace is a collaboration with
Chengbo Wang.

ﬂoor plan
pavilion interior
wall section
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acoustic separation and thermal comfort while maintaining a
sense of openness.

Mango Terrace technology
The Mango Terrace innovates ETFE technology by using an
inert gas (rather than air) to inﬂate the ETFE foils. This gas is
then used to light the foils similar to an ﬂourescent lamp ▄
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E D U C A T I O N

E X P E R I E N C E

University of Pennsylvania, School of Design
Master of Architecture, 2011

• Blue Horizon boutique hotel - Hotel Indigo
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania / $24m / 100,000 SF
Project Architect / Designer / Developed the new
94 key hotel from concept to CDs

University of Oregon, School of Architecture
Bachelor of Architecture (5 yr), 2007
Business Minor, 2007
P U B L I C A T I O N S
• Retrospective of Courthouse Design
2001-2010 / pp. 214-215 / November 2010
• Monthly Review of Architecture and Culture
(Korea) / pp. 68-75 / August 2011
• AsiaSur magazine (Peru) / Edition no. 106
pp. 94 - 98 / February 2012
• University of Oregon Alumni Association
Feature article / August 2010
• eVolo Skyscrapers Limited Edition Book / 2012
• eVolo Architecture Magazine / July 2011
• Urukia Architecture & Design Magazine / 2011
• Fahrenheit Art and Lifestyle Magazine / 2011
• Green Building & Sustainable Strategies
2001-2010 / pp. 34-36 / Winter 2015
A W A R D S
• Al-Farwaniya & Al-Jahra Court Complex
competition / First Prize / 2009
Role: Design Lead
• USGBC Natural Talent Design
competition / Third Prize / 2009
Role: Design Lead
E X P E R I E N C E
TFWA, Sept. 2015 - Current
San Diego, CA

Principal Architect
• Coyote Lofts
San Diego, California / Multifamily
6 townhouses
• Raki-Raki
San Diego, California / Restaurant
New restaurant in Little Italy
Interface Studio Architects, April 2013 - Sept. 2015
Philadelphia, PA

Architect
• True North - Townhouses & Triplexes
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania / 20 buildings
Project Architect / Designer / Manager / Developed
zoning, subdivision, and design. Obtained permits,
approvals, and conducted client meetings.
Developed marketing materials, construction
drawings, and guided design interns.

[ c o n t i n u e d ]

• Transatlantic Building & Townhomes
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania / 41 apt's, 25 houses
Project Architect / Designer / Designed townhouse
exteriors and warehouse renovation. Developed
concept & construction documents.
HOK, Jan. 2012 - April 2013
San Francisco, CA

Intermediate Architectural Designer
• San Francisco Public Safety Building
San Francisco, California / $164m / 290,000 SF
Fast-track design, construction documents &
construction administration
Fentress Architects, Oct. 2007 - Sept. 2010
Denver, CO

Designer
• Al-Farwaniya & Al-Jahra court complex
Kuwait City, Kuwait / $225m / 1,360,000 SF
Lead Designer / Int'l competition 1st prize
• Discovery Center, Discovery Park of America
Union City, Tennessee / $30m / 99,850 SF
Designer for competition phase.
• LaGuardia Airport, Central Terminal Building
New York, NY / $162m / 1,065,900 SF
Assistant designer for competition phase.
• Fort Collins Museum & Discovery Science Center
Fort Collins, Colorado / $12.5m / 41,000 GSF
Designer for competition phase
• San Joaquin County Administration Building
Stockton, CA / $110m / 250,000 SF
Construction documents & administration
OAC
meetings,
project
manager
type
responsibilities
Michael Willis Architects, Dec. 2005 - Nov. 2006
Portland, OR

Intern Architect
• Humboldt Gardens
Portland, Oregon / $40.5m / 130 residences
Site planning, townhome design, client meetings,
Construction documents, rendering
Represented firm at community meetings
S O F T W A R E

P R O F I C I E N C Y

Rhino (+Grasshopper), Revit, AutoCAD,
Creative Suite, SketchUp, Maxwell
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